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.	 1.n SHMARY
This note presents the results of a study to define the ranging
capability of a Mlssion 3A Return-to-Launch-Site (RTLS) entry.
The study established the limits on downran ge and crossrange at
the initiation of RTLS entry so that the Terminal Area Fnerny
Mananement (TAEM) interface conditions were achieved satisfactorily.
The downranqe and crossrange limits were defined for both nominal
RTLS entry conditions and a composite set of dispersed RTLS entry
conditions.
The results indicate'a wide range of acceptable downrange and cross-
ran ge positions are available at RTLS entry initiation for nominal
conditions (a 48 nautical mile range of downrange for zero cross-
range). This is q reatly reduced when dispersions are considered.
For dispersed RTLS entr y conditions, an 18 nautical mile range of
acceptable downranges is available at zero crossrange.
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2.0 INTP.ODUCTION
The ranaing capability of a Mission 3A RTLS entry was evaluated by
defining the downrange and crossran ge positions at the initiation
of the RTLS entry which allowed TAEI1 interface conditions to be
attained satisfactorily. Dorm range/crossrange combinations were
investigated by initializing the Space Vehicle Dynamics Simulation
(SUDS) to the candidate down ranee/crossrange at RTLS entry
initiation (defined for this study as the point at Ohich the angle
of attack recovery maneuver begins) and executing an Analytic Drag
Control (ADC) guided RTLS entry trajectory to the TAEM interface
relative velocity of 1500 feet per second. The ADC guidance was
modif,ed as documented in Reference 1 to perform the load relief
during pullup.
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3.D nismSSIDri
The downran ge and crossrange position at RTLS entry initiation was
varied to de fine the points where the range at TAEM interface
deviated from the noninal ran ge by ±5 nautical miles. TAEM inter-
I	 1
face was defined t ,y a relative velocity of 15nn feet per second.
Downrange and crossrange points within the ±5 nautical mile miss
limits were scanned to define the points where the difference
I	 between the vehicle azimuth and the target azimuth at TAEM inter-
face exceeded 15 degrees and to identify any points which resulted
in undesirable RTLS entry characteristics.
The initial condition for RTLS entry initiation was defined in a
plane which passes through a specified Mission 1A PTLS entry
initial condition (defined in Tahle I along with other mission
specifications) and the point of tangency on the headin g alionr^ent
circle. The initial position was varied in this plane and the
vehicle heading speci fied in order to obtain the desired downrange
and crossrange. Downran ge was defined alon g the great circle arc
in the plane of the relative velocity vector and crossrange was
defined along the Treat circle arc in the plane through the point
of tangency on the headin g ali g nment circle perpendicular to the
relative velocity vector. For a specified initial dot•rnrange and
crossran ge, a spherical ri g ht trian g le wa-, defined from which the
total ranne and azimuth of the RTLS entry initial condition were
determined. The initial vehicle altitude, velocity magnitude, and
DN PLO.:	 1.4-4-11
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Table I
Mission 3A RTLS Conditions
Nominal Initial Conditions:
Geodetic latitude
	
30.310 .
Longitude
	
-122.n4°
Altitude
	 232.692 FT
Inertial velocity	 7n19.6 FPS
Relative velocity	 6491.6 FPS
Inertial fli ght path an g le	 -1.600
Relative fli ght path angle	 -1.730
Inertial azimuth	 28.440
Relative azimuth	 16.040
Vehicle weight
	 1967nn LBS
CG	 AFT
Target conditions:
Geodetic latitude	 3A.720
Lon gitude
	
-12n.560
Runway azimuth	 -440
Distance from runway to
	
35261 FT
heading ali gnment circles
Headin g alignment circle radius 	 2n000 FT
Load Relief Parameters:
Recovery an g le of attack	 350
Normal load limit	 2.2 g
Guidance:
Analytic [c ra g Control (A0C) modified to perforn load relief
Poll corriand nanni tude limited  to 7n°
Poll command maintained at zero through load relief
r
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flight path an(ile were held constant at the values in Table I to
complete definition of the initial condition. Figure M-1 presents
the initial downrange/crossrange geometry,
3.1 RTLS Entry P,anning Capability for Nominal Conditions
Finure 3.1-1 presents the initial P,TI_S entry dorm range and cross-
range positions which satisfactorily attained the TAFM interface
conditions, identified are the limits on downrange and crossrange
so that the ranee at TAE1 4 interface is within 5 nautical miles of
I	
the nominal value ann the difference between the vehicle and target
azimuth at TAE ►1 interface is less than 15 deorees. Also identified
are downrange and crossran ge positions which result in violation of
the 2.2 q normal load factor limit. For these cases the normal
load is maintained adequately at the limit through pullup by the
load relief logic, however, later in the trajectory the normal load
factor limit is exceeded due to the hinh reference drag commanded
because of the short initial ran ge. Figure 3.1-2 presents the
drag and reference drag profiles for one of these cases. Eeginnina
at approximately innn feet per second, the reference dran is being
limited to prevent excessive loading. The actual drag level,
however, overshoots the reference drab resultina in the violation
of the normal lnad factor limit. The normal load factor profile,
roll comand profile, and altitude profile for this case are
presented in Fi,ures 3.1 . 3 to 3.1-5.
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Figure	 3.1-2
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Figure 3.1-3
Overshoot of Normal Load Limit
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Figure 3.1-4
Roll Corvand History for Load Lir,it Violation Case1
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3.2 RTLS Entry Rannino Capability for Disperse
-
6 r'onditinns
The e"fect of various dispersions on the P,TI_S entry rannino capahility
was investioated. The dispersions considered and their values are
presented in Tattle II. These dis persions were cornhined in a manner
documented in Refc;-ence 2 to produce a composite dispersion set which
extended the PTLS entry ran ge capahility and a corposite dispersion
set which reduced the RTLS entry ranee capahility. Using these
composite dispersion sets, the downranne!crossranne positions at RTLS
entry initiation which satisfactorily attained TAE11 interface
conditions were de fined and are presented in Figure 3.2-1. The
_'iteria of a 5 nau.ical mile deviation from the nominal TAEH inter-
face ranne, a 15 degree difference in vehicle and target azimuth at
TAFM interface, and a violation of the 2.2 g normal load limit were
again used.
i
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Table II
RTLS Entry Dispersions
	
ITEM	 3o- VARIATION
	AERODYNAMICS	 +ln", CD , +13" CL (+6" L/D)
SEP. VELOCITY (MAV) +33 FPS
ALTITUDE (NAV) +25nn FT
GAMMA (NAV) +0.2 DEG
RANGE (NAV) +0.4 NM
SEP. VELOCITY (G1IID) +10 FPS
ALTITUDE (GUID) +5nO FT
GAMMA (GUID) +1.0 DEG
RANGE (GUID) +2.0 IN
ATMOSPHERIC DENSITY VAF6 HOT A COLD DAYS
VEIGHT +ln,nnn LES
CENTER. OF GRAVITY +la
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4.n COMCLUSIMIS
A wide range of acceptable downrange ni'td crossranne positions is
available at RTLS entry initiation for nominal RTLS entry
conditions. A AP nautical vile ranee of doainrange positions is
available at a n. Nautical mile crossranne which reduces to 44
nautical miles at a 30 nautical mile crossrange (see Figure 3.1-1).
Consideration of dispersions greatly reduces the acceptable down-
ran ge and crossranne positions. For the dispersed RTLS entry conditions
considered in this study an 18•nautical mile range of dol,-inrange
positions is available at a 0. nautical mile crossranne which
reduces to 15 nautical miles at a 30 nautical mile crossrange (see
Figure 3.2-1).
The acceptable downrange and crossrange positions at RTLS entry
initiation is not only determined by conditions at TAP" interface,
but also load factor considerations during the RTLS entry. For
short initial ranges, normal load factor violations ray be
encountered due to overshoots of the high reference dran profile.
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